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Literally thousands of papers are published every year on the topic of achieving equity in 
education. The foci vary, but with few exceptions these writings are oriented by the conviction 
that equity, whatever it is, is a good thing. 
 To be honest, we’re uncomfortable with the topic as it’s popularly framed. But we don’t 
disagree with the goals or guiding sentiments. After all, who could take exception to any 
attempt to even out the imbalances that disenfranchise such a huge portion of the population? 
At the same time, there are so many instances of disparity, so many varieties of difference, so 
many gaps and discontinuities that, from our vantage point, it doesn’t seem particularly 
productive to catalogue them or to take them on one at a time.  
 It is thus that, rather than approaching issues of equity from the tack of critical theory, 
we move in from the angle of learning theory. In particular, in our work we attempt to be 
attentive to some of the dramatic developments in research and theorizing that have 
transformed the playing field of formal education. To frame our comments here, we begin by 
summarizing five of the many, many game-changers that have emerged from the research into 
learning over the past decade. We then speak to innovations to teacher education that are 
intended to embody these developments to some extent, looking toward a model of teacher 
education that addresses issues of equity and inequity through new understandings of learning. 

 

Five game-changers 

Game-Changer 1: Definitions of ‘learning’ and ‘learners’ are evolving rapidly. 

One of the most significant evolutions in the recent educational literature is around the core 
notion of learning. In a massive shift of attitudes, learning is now broadly acknowledged as 
poorly understood and immensely complex. That’s a change from the belief rooted in a 
demandingly empiricist version of behaviorist psychology that prevailed 50 years ago and that 
still lingers in the forms of measurement-based outcomes and tight management regimes.  
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 In a further shift from the situation in the mid-1900s, when educational discourse was 
dominated by behaviorism, today there are literally hundreds – perhaps thousands – of theories 
of learning at place in the educational literature. Some researchers see this proliferation of 
perspectives as a fracturing of the field. Indeed, much of the educational literature over the past 
decade has been focused on specifying the fine-grained distinctions among different frames – 
between, for example, radical constructivism and social constructivism, between actor-network 
theory and activity theory, embodied cognition and enactivism, and on. For our part, we choose 
to focus not on where theories fracture but on how they might complement and elaborate one 
another. Our principal strategy in these efforts is to compare their units of analysis. Phrased 
differently, we ask, “Who/what is posited as the learner within each theory?” 
 In Figure 1, we attempt to illustrate how this tactic enables us to think across theories of 
learning (right column) and ways to study learning (left column; see Davis & Sumara, 2006, for 
an extended discussion). Briefly, this nested conception, in which learning phenomena are seen 
to be enfolded in and to unfold from other learning phenomena, highlights which level of 
organization is the primary focus of each theory, how such primary foci inform and extend the 
discussions that address other levels, and how those of us involved in formal education must be 
simultaneously interested in every level. We are, after all, doing more than seeking to affect 
individual psyches. We are inextricably involved in the ongoing transformations of social 
collectives, cultures, ecosystems, and other intersecting and overlapping learners. 
 

 

Figure 1. Some of the learners of interest to educators 
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Game-Changer 2: Intelligence/ability is more (l)earned than bestowed. 

Intelligence and ability are not well understood, and a quick review of some of the images and 
metaphors that are invoked in discussions of the topic prove that point. Ability is commonly 
seen as a mystical bestowal (e.g., “She’s gifted. He has little talent.”), luminosity (e.g., “He’s 
brilliant. She’s a little dim.”), speediness (e.g., “She’s quick. He’s a little slow.”), acuity (e.g., 
“He’s sharp. She’s a little dull.”), and a capacity (e.g., “She’s got lots of smarts. He’s lacks 
potential.”). The range and variance of images and metaphors suggest a phenomenon that 
eludes deep understanding.  
 That lack of understanding has permitted some uncritical assumptions to prevail and 
persist. For instance, in everyday commonsense terms, intelligence and ability are all about pre-
determined limits and fixed brains – and none of the popular images for ability (mentioned in 
the previous paragraph) interrupt this assumption. 
 In many ways, this belief has been institutionalized in modern schools – through 
intelligence testing, differentiated streaming, gifted classes, and so on. In the face of such 
structures, it can be difficult to appreciate a troubling recent assertion: there are no validated 
accounts whatsoever of genius erupting 
full-blown without years of concentrated effort. That is, intelligence and ability are neither pre-
set nor given; they are learned. Several elements have been identified as vital in the emergence 
of ‘genius,’ including starting early in life, practicing intensively (i.e., hours each day), practicing 
extensively (i.e., over many years), taking lessons even when at ones peak, and constantly 
engaging in ‘effortful’ study. (See Colvin, 2008 for an extended list and discussion.) 
 The notion of effortful study is particularly important. It is the sort of practice that 
happens at the limits of current competence, where there is a genuine likelihood of failure. 
However, lack of success here is not seen as demeaning or defeating. It is informative and 
transformative. An obvious implication – that learners should be challenged to the limits of their 
abilities – is almost diametrically opposed to popular notion that teaching is mainly about 
facilitating (i.e., literally, making easy). On the contrary, to support the development of great 
ability – of which all humans, it seems, are capable – teaching must challenge, push, provoke, 
stretch, demand, make difficult. 
 
Game-Changer 3: Learning/knowing is more an analogical process than a logical process. 
 
One of the long-standing assumptions in formal education – in place at least since the Scientific 
and Industrial Revolutions – is that humans are logical, rational creatures. It is a principle that is 
deeply rooted in western philosophy, anchored to the remarkable success of the logical 
enterprise of mathematics. 
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 The implicit (and problematic) image here is that of a building. It all starts by 
establishing solid basics/foundations and then proceeds systematically to more complicated 
level through a sequence of incremental logical steps. This is the model of truth that was 
championed by rationalist philosophers 400 years ago, and it is the image that was adopted by 
educators to design and implement formal curricula. Hence the linear movement through 
programs of study, starting with universal sets of ‘basics.’ Evidence that this notion is deeply 
entrenched in the collective mindset can be found in the pervasive use of such mechanistic 
notions as the BRAIN-AS-COMPUTER metaphor – that is, a dynamic, evolving form is popularly 
understood as a logic-based structure that takes in, stores, processes, and outputs information. 
In kindest terms, the analogy couldn’t be more misleading. 
 The issue is that humans aren’t logical beings. Yes, we are all capable of logic, but that is 
a learned capacity that rides atop our abilities to make connections among widely and wildly 
disparate phenomena and experiences. Consider, for example, the many associations that are 
used to describe intelligence,some 
of which we mentioned in the first paragraph of the preceding section. Humanity’s main strategy 
for drawing inferences is actually analogy–analogic not logic. 
 There are many, many implications for formal education here. For instance, centuries-
old structures for curriculum that are founded on the model of a mathematical argument need 
to be interrogated. Another matter of urgent need is the investigation of teacher knowledge – 
and this point has not been lost on researchers. Shulman (1986) was among the first to suggest 
that teachers’ disciplinary knowledge is not simply a matter of ‘more of’ or ‘deeper than’ what is 
expected of their students; rather, teachers’ understandings of a subject area revolve around 
“the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies, 
illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrations – in a word, the ways of representing 
and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others” (p. 9, emphasis added). The 
call is for an associative curriculum for teachers, not a logical one. 
 
Game-Changer 4: Teachers participate in creating the type of learning (deep/surface) and 
learners (growth/fixed mindset) they encounter. 
 
Marton and Säljö (1976) made a major contribution to the educational literature when they 
offered a distinction between two types of learning. “Surface learning,” they suggested, is 
extrinsically motivated, oriented to doing only the minimum needed to fulfill explicit 
requirements, and supportive of procedural rather than conceptual understandings. It is 
evident in a reduction of learning tasks to ‘hoop-jumping’ exercises of guessing ‘what the 
teacher wants’. In contrast, “deep learning” is motivated by the excitement of knowing more 
deeply, by uncovering or creating new layers of insight, by taking tasks beyond minimal 
requirements into spaces of explorative possibility.  
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 As helpful as this categorization is for distinguishing among student attitudes and 
‘explaining’ very different modes of engagement, until very recently it wasn’t particularly useful 
in the design of teaching emphases. That’s changed with Dweck’s (2007) research into different 
mindsets. Dweck distinguishes between people with a “fixed mindset” and those with a “growth 
mindset.” Bringing together Marton and Säljö’s distinction with emergent literatures on 
intelligence and talent, Dweck suggests that the key element that differentiates learners is their 
belief about ability. Fixed mindset learners believe that ability is static, and so their 
performances are intended to prove or validate that fixed ability through impeccable 
performances. Growth mindset people, in contrast, see ability as learned – and so 
performances and engagements are all about stretching and developing ability. Some of the 
differences between these mindsets are obvious in the ways that challenges and obstacles are 
met. Someone with a fixed mindset will see a challenge as a threat and try to avoid it, and an 
obstacle will trigger refusal or resignation. For a growth mindset person, a challenge is an 
opportunity and an obstacle triggers persistence and increased effort. 
 For educators, Dweck’s major contribution isn’t her elaboration of the distinction 
between surface learning (fixed mindset) and deep learning (growth mindset); it is her research 
into the way that teachers contribute to the types of learners we encounter. Stated nakedly, 
teachers play a big role in creating learners’ attitudes. For example, the simple act of praising 
ability (“Good work, Sonya. You’re brilliant!”) supports fixed mindedness, whereas praising 
effort (“Good work, Sonya. I can see that you really worked hard at this.) contributes to growth 
mindedness. Other facets of teaching that contribute to the creation of learner attitudes include 
how new topics are framed (e.g., presenting new ideas as fixed knowledge and in terms of 
right/wrong, versus presenting new ideas in terms of emergent knowing and with reference to 
the authors, artists, and scientists who struggled to generate new insights), and how classroom 
tasks are designed (e.g., incrementally graduated and uniformly assigned, versus open to 
differentiation and inviting of effortful study). Briefly, teachers tend to act out their own 
mindsets. 
 
Game-Changer 5: ‘Good’ teachers do make a big, big difference. 
 
The No Child Left Behind initiative in the United States has been justly criticized for its many 
flaws. However, there is at least one positive element in its legacy. It has provided an immense 
database on teacher effectiveness. It turns out that there are some teachers who, regardless of 
circumstances, are much more successful than others in prompting their students toward 
school success – year after year (see, e.g., Rivkin, Hanushek, & Kain, 2005). 
 The emerging statistics are shocking in many ways. For example, when the operational 
definition of  ‘good’ teachers is given in terms of those whose students progress at least 1.5 
academic years in a single school term, and ‘not-so-good’ teachers as those whose students 
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progress 0.5 years or less on average, some startling facts arise. It turns out that virtually all of 
the students of the good teachers make above-average progress, whereas only already-
successful students of not-so-good teachers manage to make even average progress. These 
effects are not just additive; they’re cumulative. After just 3 years, students who were fortunate 
enough to be with ‘good’ teachers are on average 50%-iles ahead of their age-mates who 
weren’t so lucky. 
 It’s important to emphasize that it’s the teacher, not the general circumstances that is 
the critical detail here. In fact, controlling for almost every factor that is under a school’s 
control (class size, per-pupil funding, time per class, curriculum, classroom resources, break 
time, etc.), only one proves to have a large impact – the teacher the student had been assigned 
to.  
 

And so …? 
 
What’s multiplication? 
 
 Over the past decade we have asked this question to nearly 5000 people – including 
students, parents, teachers, and researchers. In a testament to the uniformity and effectiveness 
of public schooling, the responses have shown a stunning regularity across populations: 
virtually everyone who is willing to answer is adamant that multiplication is repeated addition 
and/or some sort of grouping process. Full stop. 
 Unfortunately, this ‘definition’ is inadequate for topics and applications that arise as 
early as the middle grades. How, for example, does one add ⅝ to itself ¾ times, –2 to itself –3 
times, or d to itself π times? It gets even worse by high school with topics in algebra and 
geometry where addition- and grouping-based conceptions are not only limiting, they can 
actually be debilitating. They force students into not understanding. 
 For us, this is an issue of equity and justice. A person who does not have access to a 
more nuanced education on multiplication will almost certainly be compelled to use rote 
memorization and procedural application in order to get through more sophisticated topics. The 
concern isn’t limited to mathematics. We might just as easily have drawn our illustration from 
reading, the sciences, the arts, or physical activity. The simple point is that inherited practices 
and assumptions – of the sort challenged by the game-changers presented in the preceding 
section – are principal contributors to cultural inequities and educational injustices. As such, 
there are sound educational responses. In this section, we speak briefly to shifts in structures 
and emphases to teacher education that, we hope, might help to address many issues of equity 
and justice simply by avoiding creating them in the first place. (For elaborated discussions of 
each point, see Chapman et al., 2010). 
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Innovation 1: Learning about learning 
 
What is a teacher an expert in? Perhaps the most commonsensical answer to this question is 
that teachers are experts in teaching. But this circular manner of response is troubling in the 
face of other professions’ ready self-descriptions – physicians are experts in medicine, lawyers 
in jurisprudence, and so on. We offer here that teachers should be learning experts, an 
assertion that begins with an awareness that any deliberate effort at teaching presupposes a 
theory of learning – and so, prospective teachers have an obligation to be attentive to the 
beliefs about learning that are enacted in their practice. It is about developing a sort of 
theoretical connoisseurship by developing awarenesses of vital distinctions, varied implications, 
and hidden assumptions. 
 Our use of the word learning rather than the word learner is important here. There is an 
overwhelming and commonsensical tendency to interpret the word learner in terms of 
individual cognitive agents, rather than agents nested within communities of agents (Bransford, 
Brown, & Cocking, 2000). The word learning, we hope, might help to avoid some of this 
tendency, shifting attentions to complex processors, interlacing systems, and diverse 
perspectives.  
 
Innovation 2: Specializing 
 
As Gambhir et al. (2008) detail, initial teacher education programs tend to be organized around 
distinct emphases that separate primary/elementary from secondary levels, with the 
assumption being that the “knowledge required and role of teachers is slightly different 
depending on the grades taught thus influencing elements of initial teacher education” (p. 10). 
 Briefly, and with few exceptions, teachers in the elementary division are prepared as 
generalists, whose pedagogical knowledge is expected to include at least mathematics, English 
language arts, science, social studies, fine arts, and health/physical education. The opposite 
occurs at the secondary level, where no Canadian university offers generalist programs (Crocker 
& Dibbon, 2008). Rather, teacher candidates are typically expected to develop two 
specializations, usually both curricular, but one of which might not be (e.g., special education 
or counseling). Where middle school programs are offered, they tend to be structured as 
generalist programs with some manner of emphasis in at least one subject area (ibid.). 
 The dearth of specialist offerings for those interested in the lower grades is readily 
explained in terms of the everyday realities of an elementary school. However, such an 
approach might be argued to be lacking on at least two counts. First, it does not incorporate a 
broad cultural and academic shift toward a ‘new’ interdisciplinarity through which teams of 
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specialists with varied but compatible and complementary expertise collaborate. Many 
elementary schools are already enacting a version of this sort of interdisciplinarity (albeit 
mainly on an ad hoc basis, lacking access to appropriately prepared specialists). Second, 
programs that emphasize generalist preparation may not adequately take into account the 
recent emergence of robust research into the disciplinary knowledge that is necessary for 
effective teaching – such as Shulman’s “pedagogical content knowledge.” For each domain, this 
knowledge is vast. Expecting individuals to develop an adequate mastery across domains might 
border on the ridiculous. 
 
Innovation 3: Initial and Ongoing Teacher Education 
 
Teacher education requirements vary dramatically across Canada. In Ontario, for instance, the 
standard is an 8-month pre-service program and there are few reward structures for practicing 
teachers who pursue graduate degrees. In Alberta, the standard for pre-service studies is a 
minimum of two years, and teachers with graduate degrees are well rewarded. 
 At the University of Calgary, we’re moving toward a model that explicitly links initial and 
ongoing teacher education. We acknowledge that initial teacher education experiences are only 
an introduction. We share with the profession of teaching the responsibility to support the 
ongoing learning of educators. In foregrounding the complexity of teaching, we acknowledge 
that learning to teach is a career-long undertaking. The Faculty’s commitment to the 
development of excellence in teaching will also be realized in our involvements in ongoing 
teacher education focusing, in particular, on offering experiences to support educators in their 
first years of professional practice through involving them in courses that are informed by and, 
where possible, linked to current research projects. The aim here is to go beyond introducing 
prospective and practicing teachers to the results of the latest studies; we are also seeking to 
engage them in the ever-unfolding project of identifying and understanding the work of an 
educator in a rapidly changing world. 
 
Innovation 4: An Integrated, Developmental Curriculum 
 
Our guess is that most teacher education programs were originally developed around coherent, 
comprehensive, and integrated sets of ideas. As time passed, and as responsibilities for 
different components fell to different individuals, units and departments, in many contexts 
these curricula became fragmented, more resembling accumulations of courses and field 
experiences than careful movement 
through ideas and responsibilities. 
 We don’t delude ourselves into thinking that it’s possible to avoid such devolutions. 
However, for us, such inevitabilities only amplify the responsibility to attend to the coherence of 
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any programmatic offering. To that end, in the model that we are exploring at the moment, 
topics of study are sequenced (roughly) and field experiences are structured as movements 
from discussions that are focused on the bodily, personal, interpersonal, social, institutional, 
cultural, and ecological issues – in essence, as an outward transversal of the learning systems 
illustrated in Figure 1. In terms of a 4-semester (2-year) experience, we see this falling out as 
follows: 
 The first semester offers an overview through an introduction to contemporary 
discourses on learning and teaching. The intention is to surface, problematize, and explore 
alternatives to commonsense beliefs that often organize educational efforts within a rapidly 
changing world. Related field experience should engage pre-service teachers in inquiry of 
institutional learning settings through a block placement. 
 The second semester is focused on principles of individual learning and development. 
The intention is for participants to be introduced to theories and research that are focused on 
individual growth and the emergence of personal identity, ability, etc., and their relationships to 
the school curricula/specializations. Related field experience engages prospective teachers in 
inquiry of individual learning through a block placement (e.g., 4-week duration) in which they 
attend closely to the complexities of individual learning (i.e., no full-group instruction) by 
engaging with learners in various school contexts. 
 The third semester deals with principles of social and cultural engagement. The intention 
is for participants to be introduced to theories and research into collective, social, and cultural 
phenomena and their relationships to school curricula/specializations. Related field 
experiences should engage the prospective teachers in a block placement (e.g., 4-week 
duration) with a focus on collective engagement in which they work as a collaborative team 
(e.g., 2 or 3 candidates teaching in one classroom) with the classroom teacher to organize, 
implement, and interpret educational experiences. 
 The fourth and final semester of the initial teacher education experience is concerned 
with extending teaching and curriculum expertise. The intention is for participants to focus in 
more depth on their curriculum specializations or the core generalist curriculum areas. Related 
field experience should involve the prospective teachers in a block placement (e.g., 8-week 
duration) with a focus on individual 
teaching, working one-on-one to lead a class with a mentor teacher–in the context of a Partner 
Research 
School. 
 
Innovation 5: Partner Research Schools 
 
The practicum is a consistent and persistent ‘problematic’ of teacher education programs. It 
seems to be the site where all of the discontinuities, inconsistencies, and tensions of teacher 
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education reveal themselves. The ‘real world’ of the classroom is pitted against the imaginings 
of the campus-based experiences, practice is pitted against theory, and so on. How might such 
superficial and unproductive tensions be avoided? That is, how might a field experience be 
framed so that teacher candidates are prompted to engage with the deep complexity of 
teaching, rather that to conceal it behind a veneer of simplistic binaries and technical 
proficiencies?  
 One possibility is to think of the context of the field experience as a deeply collaborative, 
research-rich setting in which university-based and school-based educators engage in ongoing 
shared work. We are in the process of exploring possibilities that might arise when a field 
experience site is not seen as a “host school” but as a Partner Research School in which faculty 
are seen as legitimate community members, engaged in intense collaborative specialist-based 
research. 
  We’re still working out the details here, and we’ve already discovered that there is no 
one-size-fits-all (or even one-size-fits-most) model. However, to provide a sense of a workable 
structure that brings together all of the above innovations, one model that is currently under 
construction revolves around a master’s cohort focused on the topic of teachers’ disciplinary 
knowledge of mathematics. We expect that at least some of the participating teachers will be 
clustered in the same schools, and these schools might serve as research-and-field-experience 
hubs. Ideally, undergraduate and graduate students of education will be working together to 
understand and extend current developments in the research. 
 

Closing Remarks 
 
We do not mean to suggest that somehow we have it ‘right’ as we highlight game-changing ideas 
and describe some of the innovations these game-changers have prompted for us in teacher 
education. Rather, this discussion is motivated by the conviction that, while our theories and 
evidence will never be fully adequate to the task, we must nonetheless be attentive to the most 
current and best supported of available ideas. 
 Across the sort of teacher education initiatives we have described, a central goal is to 
dislodge public education from its rut of common sense – that is, unquestioned structures, 
uninterrogated practices, unnoticed disparities. In addition to the programmatic emphases and 
structures noted above, another element in the project is take advantage of the powers of a 
well-networked collective. Our hope is to use emergent technologies and emergent insights into 
collective process to create structures that blur educational research and educational practice, 
campus-based and school-based components of teacher education, pre-service and in-service 
experiences, and so on. What, for example, might happen if pre-service candidates and 
practicing teachers were involved in complementary aspects of the same inquiries and taking 
courses developed around the same texts and topics? What might happen if teachers 
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participated with researchers in restructuring the mathematical experiences of young learners? 
What might happen when differences in theoretical perspective are framed in terms of 
productive conversation rather than reductive argument? 
 Our guess is that such shifts in emphasis will help to move the cultural project of 
education to a new place, away from an ethos of segregated action and separated interests into 
a space of mutual challenge, joint interest, collective production. Importantly, the principal site 
of this cultural project is teacher education. 
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